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system is used to charge and discharge power. It is used in vehicles like buses and taxis etc. It is
basically a large reservoir of chemical energy that can be used to charge and discharge electric
power. The batteries can be recharged in a short span of time and when it is fully charged it will re-
release electricity. Electromagnetic Batteries Electromagnetic batteries are extremely important for
the need of power for use. These are basically a big metal jar-like battery which can be charged by
using electricity. These can be charged by induction. Storage Batteries Storage batteries are used for
storing the electricity as it is generated during charging. These do not require an external source of
power like an overhead line or generator to charge. They do not require a constant energy source.
Chemical Batteries Chemical batteries use a chemical reaction to charge and discharge electricity.
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grid. Capacitors The term capacitors is short for charged capacitors. Capacitors are in-built
components in devices. These are connected to the grid and they can store electricity and provide it
to a device on demand. They are smaller than batteries and are used to store electricity.Q: jQuery
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